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Hydraulic adjustment of the |

blade ensures the right
working position. i

Can be turned around and f
used as a dozer blade I

Hydraulic adjustment of the 1
beam ensures the correct 1

side adjustment. 1
width B’, 2” weight 1550 lbs.
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CHAIN HARROWS
Pasture Renovation & Maintenance

Spreads and incorporates manure, thatches dead
growth, aerates soil, increases moisture
penetration, renovates pasture by preparing soil
for seeding while stimulating existing growth.
Spreads and incorporates lime or fertilizer, covers
broadcast seed for better germination.

ELHO BALE
WRAPPER

-H-HOWARD
Rotavator

New model HRI2 available in 50” &

60” working width. Standard with slip
clutch and gear side drive. TheHRl2
has a moveable hitch to allow the
tiller to offset. Howard Rotavator
offers tillers from 40” to 160” wide.

New GandyDethatcb
Introducing a new 48"-wide unit that

creates slits on 2" centers and produces a
separate disk opening. This allows seed to
be accurately placed for excellent seed-to-
soil contact. Get faster, thicker growth.

Precise meteringassures even seed
distribution, even bentgrass.

Quieter operation with poly-chain
belt drive keeps peace on your course.

Can be ordered as dethatcher only.
Narrow, fluted blades ofspring-steel are
heat-treated for strength. Tractor-operated
with as little as 18 HP.

Pneumatic tires won't mar turf like
skids do. Gangroller optional.

Limited 1992 production run.
Call now to order this innovation in
renovation.

S SQUMfOOO WOODCHIPPER
Patu DC 65 is a
3-point hitch
mounted disc
chipper for
tractors 20-45
hp. With its four
knives it will
efficiently chip
limbs, slabs or
whole trees. The
maximum infeed
diameter is 6 'A
inches. Other
sizes available.

Model Capacity Min. HP
15 HP

DC6S 6.5'
DCIOO 10“

30 HP
40 HP

Efficient Two-Way Angling
Increases Productivity
Get the job donefaster with the NEWModel
C36TW featuring efficient two-way angling. The
C36TW won't let site restrictions stop

J.S. Woodhouse Co., Inc.
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